
Case Study

The availability of genomically tested herd bulls puts a 

new perspective on natural breeding programs giving herd 

managers confidence herd bulls can meet their breeding 

objectives and provide a verifiable pedigree.

For the past 20 years, Chris Watts, Pyree Holsteins, has 

boosted replacement numbers by using natural Holstein 

sires over maiden heifers, allowing him to capitalise on the 

premium registered heifer market, without comprising the 

quality in his breeding program. 

Chris manages 180 registered Holsteins with his wife 

Winsome and son Sam on their 50 hectare property 10 

km east of Nowra along the NSW south coast. After years 

Herd bulls can be a known quantity

of high input costs and low milk prices, Chris decided to 

reduce debt and become more self-sufficient, selling part 

of the farm and dropping herd numbers from 300 to its 

current size. 

All rounder
The ideal cow for Chris is an ‘all rounder’, a cow without 

extremes or obvious weaknesses. “We look for the higher 

BPI bulls – as long as they are reasonable type-wise,” 

he said. “I don’t think our cows have too many major 

weaknesses, so udders end up being the major thing we 

select for.”

Chris uses the Semex Australia Opti-Mate program for 

mating decisions, using sexed Holstein semen over 

‘top-end’ cows selected on Production Index (PI), with 

conventional semen used over the rest. Having improved 

the overall quality of his herd, Chris now rarely culls on 

production. The reduced stock turn-over and natural-bred 

The Pyree Holsteins herd, with Pyree Treasure Peachie EX-90-1E in the foreground.
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heifers provide the additional surplus for registered export 

sales. 

With the young stock reared away from the main farm 

on agistment, Chris said it wasn’t practical to use AI 

over maiden heifers, and instead sourced natural bulls 

from local friend and Holstein breeder, Trevor Parrish, 

Illawambra Holsteins.

“With the quality of Trevor’s bulls, it just doesn’t make 

sense to AI them,” Chris said of his heifer program. 

“Trevor’s bulls are just as high on genomics as the bulls in 

AI, so we really aren’t compromising.”

Illawambra Holsteins was Australia’s top herd for 

Balanced Performance Index (BPI) in the April 2021 ABV 

release, averaging BPI+252. Bulls bred at Illawmbra 

regularly feature in DataGene’s Good Bulls Guide of 

top AI genomic sires, alongside teams of high-scoring, 

genomically tested males and females sold privately to 

dairy farmers like Chris at premium value.

“Trevor pays a lot of attention to his genetics and bull 

selection, so we trust his breeding when it comes to his 

bulls,” Chris said. “He’s got one of the top herds in the 

country, so we take it for granted he is going to have 

pretty good bulls. So far we haven’t used a bull we haven’t 

been happy with.”

The natural sire Illawambra Stormboy, a Maughlin Storm 

son from the Glynyari Khazel family, produced 97% GP 

daughters, including three Excellents – Pyree Arthur M 

Peach EX-90-1E, Pyree Arthur Peach-RED EX-91-2E and 

Illawambra Stormboy Miss EX-90-2E. Illawambra Crystal 

Planet belonged to Trevor’s Crystal cow family, tracing 

back to Plana Ultimate Crystal EX-2E STP 4* 1xM 1xF 

LIFE 2. He sired 93%GP daughters, including the current 

No.5 cow for overall profit at Pyree Holsteins, Pyree 

Treasure Peachie EX-90-1E BPI+284.

Sleepy sire success
Before selling him to Chris, Trevor used the bull Illawambra 

Hang Time Sleepy BPI+267 and has already had two 

daughters test over +200 BPI. Sleepy shares the same 

maternal grand dam as the No.3 genomic heifer in the 

country, Illawambra River Sleep 3950 BPI+526.

Most recently used at Pyree are two Leaninghouse Helix 

sons. Illawambra House Journey BPI+361 is from the 

Elmar Josephine family, boasting +105 overall type and 

+106 overall mammary, while Illawambra Helix Vintage 

BPI+323 demonstrates the extreme components and 

positive daughter fertility of the Topspeed Viola family.

Thanks to genomic testing, Chris now has the option 

to select for traits such as A2A2 and calving ease in his 

natural bulls. “We’ve been selecting for A2 for the last 10 

years,” Chris said. “It adds another level to our selection 

and gives us another avenue for achieving a premium 

value with our surplus heifers.” 

Chris believes he no longer needs to compromise quality 

when selecting for A2, and the benefits far outweigh the 

minimal cost of genomic testing. “We’d average around 

$300-400 premium per head for the A2 tested heifers.”

Republished with permission from the Holstein Journal

Using genomic tested herd bulls gives managers 

confidence they can use a natural mating 

program and meet their breeding objectives and 

provide a verifiable pedigree.
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